CASE STUDY
Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, California

Adobe Systems Saves $15,000 in One Month on Energy Costs by
Using Isolé Plug Load Controls
To save energy in their San
Jose, CA, headquarters, facility
managers at Adobe Systems
Incorporated encouraged employees to turn lighting and equipment
off when they were not in their
work stations. Although many
employees cooperated in the
energy conservation effort, much
of the desktop equipment was still
left on sometimes overnight and
throughout

weekends.

To

increase energy savings, the project team decided to implement
measures that would ensure task
lighting and equipment was kept
off when not needed.
After seeing a presentation of
the product, Adobe selected The
Watt Stopper’s Isolé IDP-3050
Plug Load Controllers. David
Salem, Facilities Manager at
Adobe, said, “Adobe chose Isolé
because of the convenience of its
motion sensor technology and
internal surge protection, and
because it provides another tool
for reducing our utility consumption.” In August, 2001, Adobe contracted the installation of 3,400
Isolé IDP-3050 units for offices
and cubicles.
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Technologies, the information
technology service provider who
managed and installed the project,
showed that Adobe would save
approximately $22,000 per month,
with 100% of the products operating. Initial results show that Adobe
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